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Networks 2.0 It’s an Evolution

Most discussions about the state of U.S. health care quickly lead to a simple but grim diagnosis: The system is
broken. The evidence abounds and it’s compelling. The U.S. spends more per capita than any other country yet
often produces only lackluster outcomes. Access to care can be poor. Even average life expectancy, which
notched steady gains for decades, has ticked lower in recent years.

But it’s not all bad news. Unpacking the state of health care reveals that not every aspect of the system is
dysfunctional. In fact, some parts have never been better. A profusion of medical research is arming clinicians
with deeper insights into how the body works. Previously unimaginable treatments are poised to become
commonplace. Technology is erasing sometimes enormous distances between caregiver and patient. Data
analytics, including artificial intelligence, is making an impact on priorities and decisions in the system.

There is another element of care delivery that’s seeing exciting reinvention: networks. In this era of rapid
changes to health care, networks are becoming more important than ever. They’re evolving from relatively
straightforward mechanisms for directing patients and controlling costs to collaborative partnerships between
payers and providers. Call it Networks 2.0. This evolution of networks, particularly those focused on workers’
compensation, prioritize both efficacy and efficiency. The best clinicians can more easily rise to the top of the
stack thanks to deeper insights into patient trajectories. In the emerging scenarios, powerful analytics and
algorithms pull data to evaluate outcomes and push data to aid clinicians in doing what they do best — taking
care of patients in supporting their return to work and a return to their daily routines.
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